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Senior Member Join Date: December 2006 Location: Back to Beaver Co.!!! Messages: 4140 Re: Spin indexer. Any ideas how to use them? Thanks to Murph, I understand the basic concepts I'm more concerned about indexing part of this. How to determine which hole is to what extent ect. I have 5C collets up to 1.125 in 1/16th increments and this is the only device that I have that
uses them. Keith And I thought of the immortal words of Socrates, who said, ... I've had a drink? Page 2 Senior Member Join Date: November 2008 Location: Arizona - It's Dry Heat! Posts: 2196 Re: Garage Security quote: Originally written by Harry Gerrard I keep quite a few tools and other expensive items in my garage. Many of them are locked in KNAACK chests, the more
collectibles, not things that I use on a daily basis. I have these chests locked, so if the thief broke in, it would be hard for them to get to them. I also have an oxy/acetylene torch in the garage. A smart thief can just light a torch and cut through the KNAACK chests. I could always lock the torch head, does anyone else consider it or a slick solution? Telling me that I can't stop a thief is
not what I'm looking for, I know I just want to make it as difficult as possible for them and protect their investment. A smart thief will know what you have there before he rolls your seat and will bring his own torch even if yours has been locked. The best advice is to keep a secret of what you have out there and not become a target in the first place. No random hacking will end with
someone inside your KNAACK chests, these are not the people you should be worried about. Worry about people who know what you have, who they said, and how it gets to end up being repeated by individuals with bad reputations. You'll be surprised how many people get rolled this way. To get to your initial question about torches, yes, I'd lock the torch head, especially if you
don't use them all that often. Also, you might want to think about ensuring rolling doors so they can't be opened, even from the inside, by the thief who gets into your home. Locks on both sides of the track are cheap and super effective for this. It takes a few seconds to get them if you have a key, but it's PITA to remove them with bolt cutters, given the limited room for manoeuvre.
Slows people down and can keep your stuff from rolling out the door to someone waiting for a tablet trailer. A locked box won't do much good if someone can drive it away with it and open it at your leisure elsewhere. I know that we are not saints, not virgins, and not crazy; we know all the looth and toilet jokes and most dirty people. We can take buses and count our changes and
cross the roads and talk real deals. But our innocence goes horribly deep, and our discredited secret is that we have nothing in general, and our terrible inner secret is that we don't care that we don't. -Dylan Thomas Page 3 Welcome to Garage Magazine Board Board You are currently viewing our boards as a guest, giving you limited access to most of the discussions and access
to our other features. By joining our free community, you'll have access to topics for posts, chat privately with other members (PM), respond to surveys, download content, and access many other special features. Registration is quick, simple and completely free, so please join our community today! If you have any problems with the registration process or log in to your account,
please contact us. Sponsored Links (Register Now to Hide All Ads) 06-08-2013, 08:50 PM #1 Junior Member Join Date: April 2013 Location: Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada Messages: 28 Finally, will have my own shop to work on my car. Well a big garage anyway. It will be 30x30. I can't wait, most of the excavations were done today. Must be ready for concrete next week. My
current garage is tiny and not insulated or heated. Sponsored Links (Register Now to Hide All Ads) 06-08-2013, 08:58 PM #2 Prohibited to Join Date: April 2011 Location: Wisconsin Messages: 696 Re: Finally, will have its own store to work on my car. Sponsored links (Sign up now to hide all ads) congratulations! Previous Thread Next Thread Publishing Rules You can not post
new topics You can not post replies You can not place attachments You can not edit your messages HTML code is on sponsored links (Register now to hide all ads) All times GMT -5. It's 12:56 p.m. 5c spin indexer instructions
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